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Tridel offers Tridel Survey and Management Suite (TSMS) software that is standardized and fully-integrated. This user-friendly program covers the principal aspects of marine survey operations from planning to reporting, team management, vessel management and crewing processes.

You can purchase the TSMS in its entirety or choose specific components from the following for your survey needs. TSMS continually improves with capabilities that make your job easier, help you work more productively, and get the job done right.

Some of the most recent feature enhancements include:

- **Live Survey**
  Shows the live status on map and key performance indicators like speed, depth, heading, vessel details. The survey manager can monitor and control the survey activities remotely and ensure the quality and productivity.

- **Team**
  Simplify the historical recordkeeping of your crew’s personnel data and manage crew changes, assignments, performance and all crew qualifications and expirations.

- **Field Data Management**
  Data Management Control Flexibility in data collection with the ability to edit survey data to fix entry errors and immediately get updated coordinates.

- **Project Status**
  TSMS incorporated with multi-level status reporting which includes total project status, field survey status, surveyor performance.

- **Optimized Workflow**
  TSMS contains a user customizable home screen enabling you to configure your favorite choice of field processes to expedite your daily workflow. Easily switch between functions by selecting the home screen and choosing your next action. Also use the graphical Active Survey map screen to speed your activities. TSMS help you be more productive and make your job easier.
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